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CHAPTER01:
=========

 (1-D)_Leadership: The process of influencing an organized group toward
accomplishing its goals.

 (2-H)_Management: Their process of organizing and controlling an organization.
 (3-F)_Follower: Someone who supports a leader.
 (4-J)_Status quo: The state of a situation which does not make any changes.
 (5-I)_Rational: Actions and influences based on reason and logic.
 (6-A)_Inspiration: The state of being given encouragement or good ideas about

what you should do.
 (7-B)_Commonsense: The ability to behave in a sensible way and making

practical decisions.
 (8-E)_Myth: An idea or story that may people believes, but which is not true.
 (9-C)_Influence: the exercise of power through a process of persuasion.
 (10-G)_Power: the ability to exercise one’s will over theirs.

 The “mean” of leadership involve:
B). the ability to build cohesive, goal-oriented teams.

 According to the text, a comprehensive and helpful definition of leadership is:
D). the process of influencing an organized group toward accomplishing its
goals.

 The emphasis Merton placed on subordinates’ “wanting to” comply with a
leader’s wishes seem to:
D).excludes coercion of any kind as a leadership tool.

 Fiedler’s definition of leadership:
B). may deemphasize emotional aspects of leadership.

 To many, the word management suggests:
C). efficiency.

 This is a conventional distinction made between managers and leaders:
A). Managers maintain while leaders develop.

 What best describe the leader-follower-relationship?
D). It is based on the idea of “one-man leadership”.

 Among the following, idea followers are more likely to be perceived as:
A). Independent.

 Being a leader is either in one’s genes or not. Which of the following statement
is true?
D). each person can make the most of leadership opportunities he or she faces.

 Identify a myth associated with leadership development:
B). Good leaders are born with the traits and abilities, which make them
successful leaders.

 Some leadership researchers have focused on the personality, physical traits, or
behaviors of the leader:
A). True.
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 Researchers argue that organizational successful and failures often get falsely
attributed to the leader, though the situation may have a greater impact on how
the organization functions than does any individual, including the leader:
A). True.

 Leadership is only an art, to be learned by emphasizing the practice of
leadership:
A). True.

 Great leaders sometimes seem larger than life:
B). False.

 Natural talents or characteristics do not offer certain advantages or
disadvantages to a leader:
B). False.

 Individuals skeptically question whether leadership can develop through formal
study, believing it can only be acquired through actual performance.
A). True.

 Formal study and actual experience complement each other:
A). True.

CHAPTER02:
=========

 (1-D)_Framework: A set of ideas, principles, agreements, or rules that provides
the basis or outline for something intended to be more fully developed at a later
stage.

 (2-H)_In-group: People sharing common characteristics within a group.
 (3-A)_Out-group: People who excluded from another group.
 (4-G)_Active followers: Followers who think for themselves and offer constructive

advice or even creative solutions.
 (5-I)_Passive followers: Followers who need to be told what to do.
 (6-C)_Leadership scenario: An imagined sequence of possible events, or an

imagined set of circumstances of a leader.
 (7-J)_Effective leader: Leader who brings about intended result and produces a

strong, favorable impression on people.
 (8-E)_Proactive: Taking the initiative by acting rather than reacting to events.
 (9-B)_Innate: Relating to qualities that a person is born with.
 (10-F)_Innovate: To introduce a new way of doing something.

 The interactional framework of leadership interaction includes:
A). Follower, leaders, and situations.

 What is the unique contribution of the LMX theory?
A). It looks at just the personal characteristics of the leader.

 Leaders who are appointed by superior:
B). Always have credibility with subordinate.

 According to popular literature and some social scientific literature of the role of
women in management, women are depicted as leaders who, when compared to
men, are:
D). More people-oriented.

 According to a survey research by Jdith Rosener, in terms of their leadership
experiences:
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B). Men tended to describe themselves in somewhat transformational terms.
 Women leaders’ interactive leadership style developed:

A). Due to their socialization experiences and career paths.
 Most male CEOs attribute the paucity of women in corporate leadership roles to

which of the following?
D). Inadequacies in the quality of experience for the top spots.

 Leaders, as compared to managers, tend to assess their followers’ performance:
D). More in terms of idiosyncratic criteria.

 Leaders redefine the parameters of tasks and responsibilities, both for individual
followers and for the entire group by all the following ways except:
B). Actively, change the situation they are in.

 Finding solutions to problems which involve others’ value requires the active
engagement of their hearts and minds not just the leaders’. This require:
C). Adaptive leadership.

 If we use only leaders as the lens for understanding leadership, then we got a
very limited view of the leadership process.
A). True.

 An important aspect of the leader is how he or she achieved leadership status.
A). True.

 The number of followers reporting to a leader has no significant implications.
B). False.

 The nature of problems faced by many organizations is becoming so complex and
the changes are becoming so rapid that more and more people are required to
solve them.
B). False.

 The difference between leaders and managers or between leadership and
management involve more than just names between types of individuals.
A). True.

 Leaders create environments within which followers’ innovations and creative
contributions are not welcome.
B). False.

 Managers are more likely to emphasize routinization and control of followers’
behavior.
A). True.

 Managers tend to decline the definitions of situations presented to them.
B). False.

CHAPTER03:
=========

 (1-D)_Fundamental attribution error: Is tendency to overestimate the
dispositional causes of behavior and underestimate the environmental causes
when other fails.

 (2-C)_Attribution: Are explanations we develop for the behavior or actions we
attend to.

 (3-B)_Perceptual sets: Can influence any of our senses and they are the
tendency or bias to perceive one thing and not another.
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 (4-A)_AOR Model: Shows that leadership development is enhanced when the
experience involves three different processes: action, observation, and reflection.

 (5-F)_Actor/observer differences: Refers to the fact that people who are
observing an action are much more likely than the actor to make the fundamental
attribution error.

 (6-E)_Self-serving bias: Is the tendency to make external attributions for one’s
own failures, yet make internal attributions for one’s success.

 (7-H)_Single-loop learning: Describes a kind of learning between the individual
and the environment in which learners seek relatively little feedback.

 (8-G)_Self-fulfilling prophecy: Occurs when our expectations or predictions play
a casual role in bringing about the events we predict.

 (9-I)_Double-loop learning: Involves a willingness to confront one’s own views
and an invitation to others to do so, too.

 (10-J)_Thinking frames: Refers to the tactics and strategies people use to
organize their thinking and to construe the meaning of events.

 Leadership development is enhanced when  experience involves the three
processes of:
C). Action, observation, and reflection.

 Which of the following statements concerning perceptual sets is false?
B). Perceptual sets are the tendency to perceive several aspects
simultaneously.

 The tendency to make external attributions for one’s own failures, yet make
internal attributions for one’s successes is called:
C). Self-serving bias.

 Which of the following statements concerning the reflection component of the
AOR model is false?
A). Leaders are always aware of the value of reflection in leadership
development.

 In an organization, one can gain valuable perspectives and insights through
close association with an experienced person willing to take one under his/her
wing. Such an individual is often called a:
D). Mentor.

 What is seen as an investment that can help change counterproductive behavior,
often interpersonal, that threatens to detail an otherwise valued manager?
B). Executive coaching.

 In the process of “learning to learn from experience”, people operating in the
stabilizing period must:
A). Overcome the caution generated by ongoing success.

 The content of leadership programs at the university-level:
B). Provides a survey of the major leadership finding.

 Case studies consist of descriptions of various leadership situations and are
used as a vehicle for leadership discussions:

 This technique wherein participants are given a limited amount of time to
prioritize and respond to a number of notes, is particularly useful in assessing
and improving a manager’s planning and time management skills:
C). In-basket exercise.
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 Making the most of experience is key to developing one’s leadership ability:
A). True.

 The most productive way to develop as a leader is to travel along the spiral of
experience:
A). True.

 Experience is not just a matter of what events happen to you; it also depends on
how you perceive those events:
A). True.

 Perceptual sets do not influence what we attend to or do not attend to, what we
observe or do not observe:
B). False.

 Another perceptual variable that can affect our actions is the self-fulfilling
prophecy:
A). True.

 Perhaps the least important component of the action-observation-reflection
model is reflection:
B). False.

 Another way to conceptualize reflection in leadership development involves
thinking frames:
A). True.

 The people you associate with can stimulate development in many ways:
A). True.

CHAPTER04:
=========

 (1-F)_In-basket exercise: Is a work simulation that requires candidates to read
overviews of a fictitious college, and its budgets, enrollments, departments, and
organizational charts.

 (2-C)_Structured interviews: Refers to interviewer asks the leader a
predetermined set of questions.

 (3-B)_Competency model: Is the set of skills, knowledge, abilities, or other
attributes that are relevant to successful performance in particular job.

 (4-E)_Superiors’ performance ratings: Include ratings of performance on several
relevant dimensions, as well as a recommendation for promotion.

 (5-A)_Unstructured interviews: Refers to interviewer does not follow a
predetermined set of questions.

 (6-D)_Practice-research gap: Is the tension between discovering the truth about
a leadership question and being able to apply what is learned.

 (7-J)_Maxims: Are personal opinions that can give leaders valuable advice about
leadership.

 (8-H)_Experiments: Allow researchers to make casual inferences about
leadership based on the results of earlier case and corelational studies.

 (9_G)_Independent variables: Is what the researcher manipulates or varies to
test the hypothesis; it causes change in the dependent variable.

 (10-I)_Unit performance indices: Is used to examine what impact leaders have
on the “bottom lines” of their organizations.
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 According to research, between 50-90 percent of all new businesses fail within
five years due to:
B). Managerial incompetence.

 Cheerleaders:
D). Are people-centered.

 At any one time, up to 33 percent of employees are actively talking to other
organizations about job opportunities. This is due to:
C). People losing faith in their organization’s ability to keep them gainfully
employed.

 Adopting valid and well-researched processes for hiring, developing, or
promoting leadership talent is necessary for developing:
B). A good leadership talent management system.

 In multiple hurdles approach, applicants are put through a series of leadership
potential assessment techniques and only the applicants who “pass” on
assessment are allowed to move on to the next.

 In structured interviews:
C). The common set of questions make it much easier to compare different
leaders’ skills.

 What is the first step in improving the bench strength of the leaders within an
organization?
A). To promote the right people.

 This phenomenon is becoming more prevalent as organizations move toward
virtual teams or increase the number of people any one superior may supervise.
A). Superiors may be largely unaware or unfamiliar with a target leader’s
performance.

 A study which varies or manipulates a leadership variable while measuring
change in a leadership effectiveness criterion is a:
D). Experiment.

 A prescriptive principle of leadership based on an experienced leader’s opinion
is called a:
C). Maxim of leadership.

 A competency model is the set of skills, knowledge, abilities, or other attributes
that are relevant to successful performance in a particular job.
A). True.

 Leadership researchers have indicated that biographical questionnaires,
personality inventories, mental abilities tests, and interest inventories cannot do
a very good job predicting future leadership effectiveness:
B). False.

 We usually do not differentiate between successful and unsuccessful leaders by
the behaviors they exhibit or the attributes they process; rather, we are likely to
consider whether their followers are productive or satisfied:
A). True.

 The better performance appraisal forms typically include no features:
B). False.

 The most common qualitative approaches of evaluating leaders are the case
study.
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A). True.
 The two major quantitative approaches include correlational studies and

correlation coefficients:
B). False.

 A description of a “laboratory” experiment on leadership may help make the
distinction between independent and dependent variables a bit clearer:
A). True.

 The scientific alternative to leadership maxims is leadership theory:
A). True.

CHAPTER05:
=========

 (1-C)_Pecking order: Remind us that may aspects of human social organization
have roots, or at least parallels, in behavior of other species.

 (2-D)_Influence tactics: Refers to one person’s actual behavior designed to
change another person’s attitudes, beliefs, values, or behaviors.

 (3-B)_Power: Has been defined as the capacity to produce effects on others, or
the potential influence others.

 (4-A)_Influence: Can be defined as the change in a target agent’s attitudes,
value, beliefs, or behaviors as the result of influence tactics.

 (5-J)_Pressure tactics: Refers to threats or persistent reminders used to influence
targets.

 (6-L)_Coalition tactics: Occurs when agents seek aid to support of others’
influence targets.

 (7-K)_Ingratiation: Occurs when the agent attempts to get you in a good mood
before making a request.

 (8-G)_Legitimizing tactics: Occurs when agents make requests based on their
position or authority.

 (9-I)_Personal appeals: Occurs when agents ask another to do a favor out of
friendship.

 (10-F)_Rational persuasion: Occurs when an agent uses logical arguments or
factual evidence to influence others.

 (11-E)_Consultation: Occurs when agents ask targets to participate in planning
an activity.

 (12_H)Inspirational appeals: Occurs when agents make a request or proposal
designed to arouse enthusiasm or emotions in targets.

 Which of the following refers to a person’s actual behaviors designed to change
another’s attitudes, beliefs, values, or behavior?
D). Influence tactics.

 Many aspects of office arrangements can affect a leader’s or follower’s power.
Which of the following statements is true in relation to this?
B). Individuals sitting at the ends of rectangular tables often wield more
power.

 A leader who has developed close interpersonal relational relationship with
followers generally uses his or her B).referent power to influence them.

 D).Expert power is a function of the amount of knowledge one possesses
relative to the rest of the members of a group.
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 Which of the following statements is true?
D). Effective leaders intuitively realize they need more than legitimate power
to be successful.

 Which of the following is an intrinsic reward?
C). Personal growth.

 C). Socialized power is exercised in the service of higher goals to others or
organizations and often involves self-sacrifice toward those ends.

 When a minister makes an impassioned plea to members of his congregation
about the good works which could be accomplished if a proposed addition to the
church were built, he is:
B). Making inspirational appeals.

 Coalition tactics:
A). Are used when agents seek the aid of others to influence the target.

 There is a strong tendency for people to resort to C). Legitimizing tactics
whenever they have an advantage in clout if other tactics fail to get result.

 Power has been defined as the capacity to produce effects on others, or the
potential to destroy others.
B). False.

 Influence is the degree of actual change in a target’s person’s attitudes, values,
beliefs, or behavior.
A). True.

 Leaders and followers never use a variety of tactics to influence each other’s
attitudes or behaviors.
B). False.

 Choice of clothing can affect one’s power and influence.
A). True.

 One way to counteract the problems stemming from a lack of expertise is to
weaken interpersonal ties with subordinates.
B). False.

 Another way to look at referent power is in terms of the role friendship play in
making things happen.
A). True.

 Coercive power is the opposite of reward power.
A). True.

 A person’s need for power will determine how much they can motivate others.
A). True.

==============================================================
============================================

=====================================
============================

Finish completely


